
Earlier this month the MTU Enterprise 
Board approved an application for a new 
enterprise entitled Excellence in Cannabis 
or EiC. The new enterprise is sponsored 
by Get High magazine and strives to 
achieve its mission statement of “Getting 
you higher longer.” 

As anyone could imagine- there are a lot 
of logistics involved with the growing and 
distribution of cannabis. It seems interest 
is high for the new enterprise with close 
to 300 students trying to attend the first 

Not only has this week been 
shitty and rainy but it’s been 
an even bigger, rainier shit 
show trying to navigate this 
cold and wet campus in 
search of a computer lab. No 
MTU, we don’t need com-
puters. Not at an engineering 
universities. We don’t need 
computers when every sin-
gle professor of ours posts 
our homework on canvas 
and it’s recommended that 
we check out emails more 
than twice a day. 

You’ll come to find that the 
Business lab in the Academic 
Office Building has down 
sized from seating over thirty 
to merely four. That lab was 
packed all the time. Every 
single day you had to be 
there early enough to GET a 
seat.  More importantly the 
Computer Science Lab in 
Fisher has been entirely cut 
in half. “I have begun teach-
ing my students computer 
programming with chisels on 
stones, it truly is an upsetting 
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This would be easier with liquor.

Friday, September 21, 2012

What contemptable scoundrel 
has stolen the cork to my lunch?

-W. Clement Stone

see BK on back
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information session. The session was held 
in DOW 312. Needless to say there was 
not enough room and the event had to be 
moved to Fisher 135 where everyone was 
seated and a short presentation was given. 

Although they weren’t able to divulge 
everything about the enterprise they were 
able to share with prospective students 
that the glass boob (the greenhouse be-
tween the chem sci. and MEEM buildings) 
would be available to “grow as much as 
will fit”. 

Who Likes Math Puzzles?!
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“As you can see, this strain does very well indoors and we’re confident that the Boob 
will provide an excellent growing environment.  Indeed, we plan to unvail a phallus-

shaped greenhouse next year.”



When asked about how the plants will be grown, Bill Weathers of Get High magazine 
said “their first project will be to create a biosphere within the glass boob. That’s 
right, a biosphere where all the CO2 is created by burning cannabis and all the 
oxygen is created by the cannabis plants... It will be spectacular!!” 

Unfortunately, Bill was unable to provide more info due to a diabolical laugh but 
from information provided during the information session it seems that EiC intends 
to seal off the glass boob and regulate the amount of CO2 by burning cannabis. 
People looking to get high would be encouraged to enter the vessel and smoke 
weed until there was enough smoke in the air for the plants to breathe. 

“The concept is brilliant” one cannabis using professor pointed out. “Think about 
how it’s like a complete circle, man. I mean this shit is incredible!” Though, not 
everyone is pleased with the idea. 

One MTU student’s Mom pointed out that she doesn’t want her child “bearing 
witness to the use of the devil’s plant”. It appears to be a bold move to grow can-
nabis in the middle of campus. Several national anti-drug groups, most notably the 
Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA), want to see the “cannabis production factory” 
shut down. In a leaked document recently acquired, evidence has emerged that 
the DEA would plan to shut down the operation before it even started. “... if we 
let the brilliant minds of Michigan Technological University start growing cannabis 
there’s no telling how many Americans will die from a weed overdose!! 

The only option: send in agents to destroy the glass boob before the first seed 
is planted.” No member of the university administrative staff could be reached 
for comment.

GARY BETTMAN’S ASSHOLE, USA -- It was announced last week that the 
NHL owners would lock the players out if the two sides could not agree on 
a new collective bargaining agreement.  YAY (FUCK) UNIONS!  As expect-
ed, the lockout began at 11:59 on Sunday the 16th with the NHLPA and the 
owners not even having met for five days.  Both parties have been blaming 
the other for the mess, even thought they’re both equally responsible.

“We were feeling left out, really,” said an unnamed douche of a commis-
sioner.  “What with the NFL and NBA locking out in recent years, not to men-
tion the current NFL referees lockout, we just wanted to be taken seriously 
like those other guys.  Now we’re legitimate!”

The key issue at stake - mmm....steak - is how to slice a $3.3 billion pie.  A 
few percentage points here and there add up to real money and everyone 
involved is too greedy to be the bigger man and give up a few hundred 
thou.  

“You see, we both want, like, 80 percent of the cash,” said Donald Fehr, 
the NHLPA’s executive director.  “They want it, we want it, and we’re all just 
hoping the fans are too stupid to notice.  They’re all dumb sheep.  They’ll 
always be back when we pull our collective head out of our collective 
ass.”

The sad thing is that he’s at least somewhat correct.  Hockey fans are some 
of the most diehard folks anywhere and chances are that they’ll continue to 
pay $8.50 per beer to fund the next lockout, already scheduled for 2018.  
Goddamn price inelasticity of demand.

situation…” raged one angry profes-
sor. 

Where did they go? Are these very 
computers we use missing because 
there are so few fucking transformers? 
What did they autobot on and walk 
the fuck away? 

I will say at first I liked the idea of the 
“open” labs. You can swipe access 
any lab but I bet you a million fucking 
dollars that 

1.  Someone is teaching in that lab
2.  The lab is full

And good fucking luck printing any-
thing at this university, anywhere, ever. 
SO MTU, if you really do have an in 
with the transformers of the world 
please, be an Optimist Prime, not a 
Negatron. WE NEED LABS!
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